Under Title: Sponsored Programs Notice of Intent to Submit

The Office of Sponsored Programs is in receipt of a Notice of Intent to Submit for the following opportunities:

(Nothing New)

Grant Opportunities

AGRICULTURE

Deadline Date – June 25, 2015
Grant Resource – US Department of Interior
Category – Drought Contingency Planning Grants

Deadline Date – June 12, 2015 Pre-proposals
Grant Resource – Oklahoma Water Resources Center
Category – Oklahoma Competitive Research Grants
Web - http://water.okstate.edu/faculty/funding/104b-state/#content

Deadline Date – July 20, 2015
Grant Resource – US Department of Agriculture
Category – Capacity Building Grants for Non-Land Grant Colleges of Agriculture (NLGCA)

Deadline Date – July 2, 2015
Grant Resource – Environmental Protection Agency
Category – Life Cycle Costs of Water Infrastructure Alternatives

CRIMINAL JUSTICE

Deadline Date – June 26, 2015
Grant Resource – US Department of Justice
Category – Justice Assistance Grant (JAG)

HEALTH FIELDS

Deadline Date – August 13, 2015
Grant Resource – US Department of Defense Army
Category – Prostate Cancer Collaborative Undergraduate Historically Black Colleges and Universities Student Summer Training Program Award
Size of Grant – 5 awards totaling $1.6 million
Cost Sharing or Match – No
Deadline Date – October 01, 2015
**Grant Resource** – US Department of Health and Human Services NIA  
**Category** – Development of Measures of Fatigability in Older Adults  

**Deadline Date** – January 15, 2016  
**Grant Resource** – US Department of Health and Human Services NIH  
**Category** – Behavioral Interventions to Prevent HIV in Diverse Adolescent Men Who Have Sex with Men  
**Cost Sharing or Match** – No  

**Deadline Date** – August 03, 2015  
**Grant Resource** – US Department of Health and Human Services NIH  
**Category** – Advancing Health Disparities Interventions Through Community-Based Participatory Research  

**PSYCHOLOGY**

**Deadline Date** – July 27, 2015; October 14, 2015  
**Grant Resource** – US Department of Health and Human Services  
**Category** – Exploratory Clinical Trials of Novel Interventions for Mental Health  

**SCIENCE**

**Deadline Date** – September 30, 2015  
**Grant Resource** – National Science Foundation  
**Category** – Computer and Information Science and Engineering (CISE) Research Initiation  

**Deadline Date** – July 10, 2015  
**Grant Resource** – National Aeronautics and Space Administration  
**Category** – Early State Innovations  

**Deadline Date** – July 2, 2015  
**Grant Resource** – National Aeronautics and Space Administration  
**Category** – Convergent Aeronautics Solutions Project  

**Deadline Date** – August 12, 2015; December 12, 2015  
**Grant Resource** – US Department of Health and Human Services NIA  
**Category** – Conference Grants to Advance Collaborative Research on Aging Biology  

**Deadline Date** – July 31, 2015  
**Grant Resource** – US Department of Defense Navy  
**Category** – Broad Area Announcement for Research Initiatives at the Naval Postgraduate School  
**Cost Sharing or Match** – No  

**Deadline Date** – September 30, 2015  
**Grant Resource** – US Department of Defense Navy  
**Category** – Multi-Intelligence Studies Research
GRANT INFORMATION

Oklahoma Women in Higher Education is dedicated to increasing the number and effectiveness of women in Oklahoma higher education leadership. The organization is proud to announce the annual Dr. Debbie Blanke Scholarship. This $500 scholarship is open to individuals enrolled as a graduate student (master's or doctorate) in a higher education-related degree program at an educational institution based in Oklahoma. Individuals also must have already attended at least one OKWHE conference.

Application Deadline: July 15, 2015

Deadline Date – January 12, 2016
Grant Resource – National Science Foundation
Category – Earth Sciences Postdoctoral Fellowships

WEBINARS

Arts, Humanities, and Social Sciences: A Case Study of Research Development Support

Event status: Not started (Register)
Date and time: Thursday, June 4, 2015 10:00 am
Alaska Daylight Time (Anchorage, GMT-08:00) Change time zone
Panelist(s) Info: Susan O. Gomes is Director of Research Development and Strategy for Harvard's largest school, the Faculty of Arts and Sciences (FAS) and Caitlin McDermott-Murphy is the research development specialist for the largest school at Harvard University, the Faculty of Arts and Sciences (700+ faculty).
Description: This webinar presents a case study of how the Harvard University Faculty of Arts and Sciences Research Development team provides support to faculty in the Arts, Humanities and Social Science disciplines. Our audience will learn how we tailor our services and support to meet the specific needs of faculty in these areas.